What is the **SAIS SUMMER CHINA EXPERIENCE**?

Each Friday, students have the opportunity to participate in professionally guided cultural and historical site visits within Nanjing and to Hangzhou and Shanghai.* The cost is $250 and includes entrance, transportation and guide fees for all excursions.

**Friday, June 27: Nanjing Sites**
- Sun Yat Sen Memorial
- Purple Mountain
- Ming Tombs
- Presidential Palace

**Friday, July 4: Hangzhou (by train)**
- West Lake
- Tea Museum
- Chinese Medicine Museum

**Friday, July 11: World War II History**
- Nanjing Massacre Memorial
- John Rabe House

**Friday, July 18: Shanghai (by train)**
- Yuyuan Gardens
- The Bund
- Oriental Pearl Tower
- Shanghai Museum

**Friday, July 18: Nanjing Sites**
- Nanjing Confucius Temple
- Sashan Street
- Nanjing City Wall

*Places and dates are subject to change*